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The University News

Declining
enrollment
may reverse
in two years

BSU's enrollment figures are dropping, according to Guy Hunt of the
enrollment office.
Hunt said the drop in enrollment
is part of a national trend that Hesays
. he thinks will, soon reverse itself.
. "The academic, undergraduate
head-eount enrollment as reported by
the registrar to the State Board of
Education on Sept. 16 was 8,969.
This compares to 9.065 the same time
last year. So it is a decrease of about
100 out of 9,000;' Hunt said.
"1\vo years ago, 1983, we had
9,198. So between '83 and '84 we
dropped about ,130. This year we

dropped another 100 or so. This is
somewhat the' trend in the Northwest;' Hunt said.
Hunt explained that there were
fewer high school graduates as a
result of the declining birthrate.
"Therefore the projections are for a
declining enrollment in the colleges
till about 1988 and then it should
start back up again;'he said. "Fewer
freshmen students make colleges
more competitive. So there is an increased recruiting activity among
schools. I think the students who are
very well qualified have· a larger
choice;' Hunt said.
Hunt also added that nontraditional students make up increasing
numbers of enrolled students.

"There's a growing contingency of
these people that we are just tapping
into;' he said.
Hunt said the inflationary cost of
a college education was also a factor
influencing declining enrollment.
"The cost per credit hour for a parttime student has gone up to a very
high rate. It costs $150 for a threehour course. And that's pretty steep
for a casual student;' he said.
Hunt said it is sometimes difficult
to make accurate comparisions on
the basis of enrollment figures
because they only include students
who enrolled by a certain date.

See Enrollment, page 3.

Hom.ecoming week
features play, dance
by Terrell Silverman
The University News
BSU Homecoming week will be
Oct. 28~Nov. 3. The week will start
off with a Neil Simon play on Monday and ends with the farewell of the
Boise Junior College 1950-59reunion
on Sunday.
The Neil Simon play, Star Spangled Girl, will be shown in the SPEC
at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are $1 for
students, and $4 for the general
public.
.
Tile Homecoming Star Search will
be Thesday at 81l.m. in the SPEC.
This is free to. students and $1 for
general admission. According to
ASBSU President Richard Jung, the
star search will feature six different
talent divisions including acting,
vocal, dance, lip synch, comedy/specialty and instrumentals.
There will be one winner from each
division and a grand champion for
all six divisions. Auditions will be
held Oct. 23-24 at 3 p.rn, in the SUB
Ballroom.
The Homecoming carnival is
scheduled for Thursday at the soccer
field located between the SUB and
the tennis courts. This is from 10
a.m.-2 p.m. and will feature a rock
band, food booths, games and
competitions.
Thursday from 9 p.rn-I a.m. is the
Homecoming Dance and Costume
Party at the Mardi Gras. Tickets will
be $2 for students, and $3 for general
admission. Five $25 awards and one

Refunds given
by Kirk Spelman
The University News
More students than ever have requested health insurance refunds,
claim supervisor for Captial Planning Services Linda Daves said.
"This year, 1,620students have applied for refunds:' she said, adding
that last year, only 947 people asked
for their insurance money back.
Advertising in The University
News, ASBSU Senators going, to
classes telling students of their ability to get refunds and posters on campus are major reasons for the large
amount of refund requests, she said.
The total amount of money that
should be returned to students will
total around $80,000, Daves said.
"Students covered under other
policies are the majority of those
who have asked for refunds:' she
said.
"Since the insurance fees are taken
out of student tuition, we have to offer refunds;' paves,' ~.d.

$50 award will be offered for the best
. costumes in different categories.
The Homecoming Olympic Games
will begin on Friday at 1:30 p.m, at
Registration for the 1950-59 BJC
reunion begins Friday at 3 p.m, in the
Red Lion Riverside's foyer. The BJC
social hour starts at 6 p.rn., with a
banquet and program at 7 p.m. and
a dance at 9 p.rn.
The Homecoming Scavenger Hunt
(subtitled "\3 Hours of Madness")
also will be held Friday at 9 p.m, Tile
hunt starts atBusterson13roadway,
and ends at the Tailgate, Party on
Saturday. Jung said winners wouldreceive prizes donated by local Boise
businesses.
The Homecoming Breakfast/Pancake Feed will be held Saturday in the
Union Street Cafe at 8 a.m, Jung said
the cost had not yet been detcrrnin. cd, but would probably be between
$2 and $2.50.
the soccer field. This will feature
competitions between clubs and
organizations. According to- Jung,
some of the competitions will be
things such as an obstacle course on
tricycles and a banana-eating contest.
Awards will be presented to thewinning organizations.
The Homecoming Parade will start
at 10a.m. at the SUB and ends at the
Tailgate Party. According to Jung, the
parade will feature 2 marching bands,
and approximately 30-40 entries.
"The Worlds Largest Tailgate Party" will take place in the cast end of
Julia Davis Park. This will feature

by Cindy Scbuppan
The University News
BSU student government acts as
the official voice of the student body.
Its objectives include the promotion
of academic and social activities that
provide students with the opportunity to participate, bettering themselves
and the unive~sity environment, according to the ASBSU Constitution.
. Like our state and national governments, student government atBSU
is based upon a constitution, which
divides the . government into three
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IISli enrollment fil:ures have dropped b) 3 percent since 1983.

Hobo march
raises funds
by Jessie Faulkner
The University News

Kurtis Latham and friend solicit fu·nds for Vo-tech scholarships during recent Hobo March. Photo by Bohdan Zub
kegs and food booths, according to
Jung.
The BSU vs. ISU football game
will take place in Bronco Stadium at
1:30 p.rn.
The 1950-59 reunion post-game
social will be held at TK's on Federal
Way immediately following the game.

legislature,one
Editor's Note: This is part one of a
three part story on the separate branches of student government; Part one
concerns the legislative branch. Part
two will deal with the judiciary whife
part three will concern the administrative branch. Look for parts'
two and three in this same space in
the next two issues.
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The BJC Reunion/farewell brunch
ends Homecoming week with a nohost optional brunch in the Red Lion
Riverside at 10 a.rn. on Sunday.
Jung said there is also a possibility that a semi-formal dance will take
place Saturday night in the Ballroom
in the SUB.

The money raised during the 33rd
Vo-Iech Hobo March Oct. 11 is still
being counted, but initial estimates
run from more than $16,000 up to
$18,000, a 70 percent increase over
last year's revenues, according to VoTech Student Adviser Dan Cadwell.
"It's a record, as far as we can tell:'
Cadwell said.
Slightly more than $10,000 was
raised in last year's campaign, he
said; adding that better weather this
year was at least partially responsible for the success.
Of the 614 students enrolled in the
Vo-Iech school, Cadwell estimated
that more than 500 students donned
hobo outfits and make-up this-year
to collect funds on Boise's streets.
Students in the Agricultural Equipment Technician program, based in
Caldwell, found contributors in that
area.
"They know it was for a good
cause;' Cadwell said. "They're really
excited about it:'
The funds raised are used for
scholarships and grant-in-aid programs for Vo-Iech students, he said.
Scholarships are given to acheivers in
the various Vo-Tech programs and
other funds are set aside to help
students in financial emergencies.
The objective, Cadwell said, "is to
keep people in school:'
. The annual march prompts a
variety of activities for Vo-Iech

See March, page 8.

branch of ASBSU

organize meetings and caucuses.
Once these new senators have been
branches: legislative, judicial and
As ASBSU Vice President, Ralphs installed in office, the terms of Jour
executive.
The legislative branch, discussed in holds the position of President of the current senators, •Vogt, Stark,
Senate and chairs the meetings held Buscher, and Henderson, will expire.
Article II of the ASBSUConstituWednesdays at 3:30 p.m, in the
From this time on, fall elections
tion, consists of the student senate.
Senate Chambers on the second floor
will fill the senator-at-large positions,
At present, the senators are John
Johnson and Karl Vogt, College of of the SUB. She has no vote in the and spring elections will fill the posisenate, however, except to break ties tions of college/school senators, in
Arts and Sciences; John Hetheror to make or break a two-thirds
addition to the executive positions.
ingtonand David Stark.Collegeof
majority.
As the legislative branch, the
Education; Gina Luke and Mona
All caucuses and meetings are senate is responsible for setting
Henderson,
College of Health
policies through by-laws, rules and
Sciences;imd Mike Ames, College of. open to the public, although closed
executive sessions are sometimes call- regulations. The senators also have
Business. The second senator from
ed to discuss confidential matters.
authority over all student body
the College of Business, Ed Calkins,
Until this year, each college/school
finances and property.
resigned earlier. The newly formed
had two elected' senators. In the
The ASBSU Financial Advisory
School of Social Sciences and Public
Board (FAD) functions as the senate's
Affairs and the Graduate School arc spring of 1985, it was decided to
change the method of representation
financial adviser, assisting with .
not currently represented on the student senate.
.
to providefor one senator from each
budgeting proposals and supplemenVogt is President Pro Tempore of . college/school and one senator-at- : tal requests for funds made by
the senateand,as
such, chairs the
large for every 800 full-fee paying: recognized student organizations,
caucuses held every Monday at 3:30 students. This change will go intoefThe FAD is chaired by the ASBSU·
p.in, in the senate offices on the se- fect with the upcoming elections
cond floor of the SUB.,He also helps on . Oct. '23' and. 24, 'when eight
ASBSU Vice President Diane Ralphs '. senators-at-Iarge will be chosen.: See .Legislature, '.page 8.
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.Film and lecture
series planned
The Anthropology club will present a film and lecture series on Oct.
30 at 7 p.m. in the SUB Ada Lounge.
Dr. Mark Plew will speak on "Archaeology of Baker Caves" as part
of the series.

Black Student
Union meets
Students interested in becoming involved or learning more about the
Black Student Union are invited to
attend the next meeting to be held
Oct. 25 at 7:30 p.rn. in the Nez Perce
room of the SUB.

Debate members
place at tournament
Three members from the BSU
Debate. Squad placed in the recent
forensics tournament held at Lewis
& Clark College, Portland, Ore.
Eighteen colleges and universities
competed. Michele Anderson, a
communication major from Twin
Falls, placed second in novice class
oral-interpretation, Sherri Cox and
Jeff Malmen placed as quarter
finalists in junior debate.

The Center for Economic
Education at BSU is sponsoring
a tax information conference,
Oct. 24.
The day-long conference will
include Chuck McLawhorn, a
CPA with Arthur Anderson &
Co., who will discuss "You and
Tax Reform Proposals, 1985."
McLawhorn will speak at 12:45
p.rn., Oct. 24, in the Lookout
Room of the SUB.
For more information, call
Gerald F. Draayer at 385-1193.

Lectures to include
Cenozoic geology
A colloquium sponsored by the
BSU Department of Geology will be
held Oct. 25 and Nov. 5. Included in
the program will be lectures on the
geology of southern Idaho and oil
and gas resources exploration.
Kurt Othburgof
the Idaho
Geological Survey will discuss
Cenozoic Geology of Southern
Idaho on Oct. 25 at .12:15 p.m. in
Room III of the Old Science
Building.
.
Peter R. Rose of the American
Assocation of Petroleum Geologists
will lecture Nov. 5 at 12:15 p.rn, in
room III of jhe Old SCience
Building.

Auto mechanics classes begin
Applications are now being accepted for three sections of auto
mechanics training at the BSU
School of Vocational Technical
Education.
The eight-week courses include:
engine repair and engine performance,·· Oct. 21-Dec. 20; manual
transmission,
differential
and

Ski scholarship
forms available

Tax conference set

automatic
transmission,
Jan.
16-March 14; and heating and air
conditioning, March I7-May 16.
For information about registering
for these sections of the BSU auto
mechanics curriculum, telephone the
Vocational Technical School student
services office at 385-1431.

Military announces.AIDS
Sophomores planning to enter advanced ROTC programs are likely to
be the first group of college students
to face the mandatory AIDS tests announced recently by Defense Department officials.
Under the program, the 25,000
recruits the military signs up each
month, the 30,000-50,000 college
students who enter junior-level
ROTC programs and the 5,000
students who enter the military
academies each year will be tested.
Recruits will take the test as of
Oct. I, while college sophomores applying for advanced ROTC programs will be required to take the test

. Application forms for the Vince
Aquirre Memorial Ski Scholarship
are available in the Financial Aid Office, Room 117 in the Administration Building.
Selection will be made by a committee of the Bogus Basin Recreational Association and is based on
academic
achievements
(2.5
minimum GPA) and involvement in
skiing.
The recipient must be presently
active in some form of skiing or
working towards a career in the ski
industry.
The deadline for applications is
Oct. 31.

o

testing

when they get their physical examinations, normally during the
summer before their junior year.
Applicants who test positive on
two tests will be denied admission.
The mandatory
testing program-announced
Aug. 30-is the
first of its kind in either government
or industry.
Some gay rights leaders said they
suspect the military's real motive is
to keep homosexuals out of the
service.
Currently, they said, ttJe military
forces about 200 acknowledged
homosexuals out of the military each
year.

The Laundry Bag

Nursing program
registration nears
Persons interested in a career in
practical nursing may apply now for
the l l-rnonth program beginning
Jan. 16 at BSU's School of
Vocational-Technical Education.
Instruction is given in classrooms,
hospitals and nursing homes in the
Treasure Valleyarea under the supervision of registered nurses or
physicians.
According to Bonnie Sumter, coordinator of the school's business and
service division, many jobs are
available in area hospitals, nursing
homes, industries, and physicians'
offices for practical nurses accredited .
by the Idaho State Board of Nursing
and the State Board for Vocational
Education.
For further information about the
program
and registration
requirements,
telephone.
the
Vocational-Technical School student
services office, 385-1431.
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-150 year Celebration with the
Bookstore and Mark Twain
HUMAN NATURE
Man is the only animal that blushes or needs to. (PUDD:NHEAD
WILSON)
If you pick up a starving dog and make him prosperous. he will
not bite you. This is the principal difference between a dog and a
man. (Ibid)
It takes your enemy and your friend, working together, to hurt
you to the heart, the one 10 slander you and the other 10 gel the
news to you. (Ibid)
Grief can take care of itself, but to get-the full value of a joy you
must have somebody to divide it with.(lbid)
Adam was but human-this explains it all. He did not want the
apple for the apple's sake, he wanted it because it was forbidden.
(Ibid)
Why is it we rejoice at birth and grieve at a funeral? Is it because
we are not the person involved? (Ibid)
Nothing so needs reforming as other people's habits, (Ibid)
When angry, count four, when very angry swear. (Ibid)
Few things are harder to put up with than the annoyance of a
good example. (Ibid)
It were not best we should all think alike; it. is difference of
opinion that makes horse races. (Ibid)
A round man cannot expect to fit 'in a square hole right away.
He. must have time to modify his shape. (MORE TRAMPS
ABROAD)

10070 discount on these books good until Oct. 31st
The Adventures Of Huckleberry Finn-The Adventures Of Tom
Sawyer-The Adventures Of Tom Sawyer & The Adventures Of
Huckleberry Finn-A Connecticut Yankee In King Arthur's
Court-The Gilded Age-The Innocents Abroad-Life
On The"
Mississippi-The Mysterious Strariger& Other Stories-The Prince

And The PaupereThe .r'rince And The Pauper & A Connecticut
Yankeesf'udd'nl-lead
Wilson-Roughing It-The Signet Classic Beok
Of Mark Twain's Short Stories-Tom Sawyer-Abroad &Tom Sawyer,
Detective
.
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Workshopsdevel·op
leadership skills '
by Karen Kammann

Tile University News
The Student Activities Office is coordinating a series of workshops on
student leadership, according to Student Activities Director Jim Kreider.
The series of 13 workshops began
Oct. 8 and will continue through
Nov. 14.The workshops are still open
to all students, who may sign up for
them on an individual basis.
Kreider said the workshops were
developed as a result of a needs
assessment survey he did· last fall.
The survey was given to the leadership of ASBSU clubs and organizations to determine what the leaders
thought their organizations most
needed.
The workshops are divided into six
units, with from one to three
workshops per unit. The first unit
was cal1ed "What does your
organization want to do and how can
it be done?" and included workshops
on goal setting and time management/brainstorming.
The second
unit was "How to get the word out
about
events"
and included
workshops on promotion/marketing
strategies, publicity and advertising,
and graphics and layout. The first
two units have already taken place,
but Kreider said he-has received requests for repetition
of the
workshopsincluded in the first unit.

The remaining units and their
workshops are:
Unit lhree...!'How to get members,
keep them and ensure that they are
happy and productive' This unit will
have a workshop on recruitment,
retention, and motivation of an
organization and its members Oct. 23
at 3 p.m. in the SUB Lookout Room.
Unit four-s'How can an organizatioii raise money through fundraising
events and through the ASBSU?"
Unit four will include a.workshop on
fund raising and facilities Oct. 29 at
3 p.m. in the SUB Nez Perce Room
and one on the ASBSU funding process and services Oct.31 at 3 p.m. in
the Senate Chambers on the second
floor of the SUB.
Unit five-!'What is an officers role
in an organization?" This unit will
include a workshop on roles of officers and leadership styles Nov. 5
and one on running a meeting and
delegation of responsibilities Nov. 7.
Both workshops will take place at
'3:30 p.m. in the SUB Lookout Room.
Unit six...!'How are decisions
made?" Unit six will include three
workshops: group and interpersonal
communication development Nov. 12
at 3 p.m. in the SUB Nez Perce
Room, small group decision-making
and problem solving Nov. 13 at 3
p.m, in the SUB Lookout Room and'
conflict resolution and dealing with
problem members Nov. 14 at 3 p.m,

Hemingway
look out:
Boise Mayor Djck Eardley types
away at his addition to the conuneIng story which was the project of
BSU's first writing marathon.
Another notable, Lt. Governor
Leroy, began the writing on Oct. 16;
In all, the marathon attracted more
than 70 writers, ranging from
ages 11 to 80, writing In excess of 24
hours. Coordinator of Composition
and Director of BSU's 'writing program Roy Fox said, "We wanted to
do It to put public focus on writing.
Wc wanted to demonstrate to the
public that all kinds of different people, be It the lieutenant governor, the
. state treasurer.a congressional can'dldate, the mayor, a person from
Idaho Parks and Recreation, a
teacher, a bus driver, a student, a
buslnessman,or whoever; could sit
down and write, and enjoy It, and
find It intellectually stimulating:'

in the SUB Lookout Room.
Students interested in attending
any of the seminars or in learning
more about them can contact Kreider
in the Student Activities Office on
the second floor of the SUB, or by
calling 385-1223.

EnrQllment---------Continued from page 1.
"Our number of transfer students
is down. Again, I think you know the
cost going up kind of makes a person think twice about coming and
paying the tuition if-they're a nonresident:' Hunt said.
The enrollment figures are more
influenced by the number of students
who do not return than by those who
arejust beginning school, Hunt said.
"We have a tremendously high attrition rate compared to other four-year
universities. The number of people
who are here this falI who will not be
here this spring is close to hair,' he
said.
Hunt said BSU was high among
other Idaho schools in the percentage
of students who dropout and
reasonably high among most other
universities. "We're unique in that
we're open admissions. That says the
door to higher education is open and
it is easy to get in, but it is equally
easy to fall out the other end:' Hunt
said.
"We disqualify academically over
10 percent of our students every
semester. So 10 percent of those who
are enrolled this fall and would like
to go n~t spring will not be able to
because they will be academically on
probation or dismissed:' Hunt said.
According to Hunt, the fact that
part-time students arc not required to
seek academic counseling is a contributing factor to BSU's rate of attrition. "Therefore I think a lot of
part-time students who could have
benefited from good advice don't get
it and may be enrolling in inappropriate courses;' he said.
"Ninety percent of our students.
liveoff campus. We're not a residence
campus where a large percentage of
our students are here:' Hunt said. He
explained that. studies have shown
that it is easier to keep ~udents who
live on campus, or who
involved
with campus activities. -. .
One portion of. total enrollment
which is growing every year is the increasing' numberof nontraditional
students on.campus, Hunt said. "I
think that's partly. because-of an'
awareness in the community that the
univesity is here, and the efforts of
the university to offerclassesthatac~
comodate·studentsl' Hunt said;

a.re

"One trend at Boise State which I
think is going to be significant is an
increased effort to recruit out of state

that has not been evident before. We
are now out actively recruiting
academic students:' Hunt said.
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.... Op.inion·
To

vote, 'or not

to vote

Today is election day. No, not the Boise mayoral and city council election but the election of student senators toASBSU. The ho-hums are coming through loud and clear. Our objective is not to urge you to vote. In fact,
please don't. If we're going to the trouble of casting our votes, we sure don't
want them cancelled out by other student votes. After all, what will the
average student miss by not voting? By not voting, the only thing you'll '
miss out on is choosing representatives who decide whatis done with the
$214,000 collected annually from student fees. No big deal. A large percentage of that money goes to student organizations and clubs; if you're not
a member of a student organization, it really doesn't matter.'
Equally unimportant is deciding who represents you. We're all presumably
here on a temporarybasis.and if someone has enough time to be involved
in-student government, then let them. We all know. we don't have time to
do that.
By not voting, you join a larger group-those citizens who don't vote
in any election. That is, if you haven't already joined and chances are, you
have. By passing up a chance to vote inthe ASBSU elections you'll be.in
fine form for doing the same with the Boise city elections.
You can't blame students for not taking an interest in voting for ASBSU
senators, when the governmental body' is having difficulty rounding up people
to run for the vacancies. According to one ASBSU' senator, eight positions
were open, yet only seven candidates were running for office. He personally rounded up two students to run as write-in candidates. With such good
odds of success, it's curious that more don't try it.
If none of the students here can take enough interest inthe government
to run for office, it is little wonder that very few of them bother to vote.
But, that's fine. If you don't vote, our votes will mean even more,

As I See It

War, what isit good for?
by Steve F. Lyon

Letters-~--------

The University News
One of the complaints
I get frequently
is that everything I write about concerns
politics and is generally negative. That's
true to a certain extent. If you're interested
in humor and insignificant stuff, then refer
to the comics page. Sorry, I'm fresh out of
humor.
By the way, is it time for another war
already?
For a supposedly
peaceful' time, there
surds a tremendous
amount of weapons
production and stockpiling currently going
in the U.S. and other countries. One might
get the idea that the world is feverishly ar-'
ming for' doomsday
and the resulting
megadeath.
It's bad enough
to possess enough
nuclear bombs to destroy the world many
times without continuing to devise new and
more sophisticated weapons to wreak havoc
on humankind.
Money that could be spent
to create jobs and spark economic vitality
is instead diverted
into manufacturing
weapons.
I don't think some people take war or the
consequences of war very seriously. For instance, on'Thursday
nights in the SUB you
can find people playing war games in the
Teton and Clearwater Rooms.
They have little tanks and little soldiers
and they arrange mock battles on a little
cardboard battlefield. Don't.they know that
war is evil and if they were ever unfortunate
enough to have to fight a real war they
might get shot with little bullets and let out
a little cry of anguish and fall in a little
heap and then someone would put them in
a little plastic bag and that would be the
end- of their little existence?

Apathy defeats revision
Editor,

The University Neil'S:

"Truthful words are not beautiful;
beautiful words are not truthful.
Good words are not persuasive;
persuasive words are not good:'
Lao Tzu

Tao Te Ching
Apathy: not a pretty word, but only too
truthful. It comes in many shapes and sizes.
yet none so brutally painful than that concerning student government.
During the revision of the Election Code
this last semester,
the student
senate
deliberated upon differing forms of student
representation,
for the old method restricted
potential candidates to only two positions per
college or school for the entire year. This
method of selection created an enormous
problem: in some colleges or schools on campus, capable, experienced people were being
turned away from the senatorial positions,
while in other colleges or schools not a single
person would run.
The senate compromised with two distinct
forms of student representation:
by college
or school and by student population.
The
senators elected in the spring would represent
their respective colleges or schools. The
senators elected in the fall would represent
all of the students campus-wide, not just the
students from their respective colleges or
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schools. These new senators wold be impartially based on full-time enrollment statistics:
one per every 800 students ..
Sounds like a good idea, huh? Too bad it
didn't work. Eight senatorial positions opened up for the fall semester, and.after disqualifications,
only seven people were left to
run for office. This number
was later
augmented by two write-in candidates, who
had to be recruited to run. These positions
provide a little more to students .than just
training in politics; they provide an unequaled
opportunity
for any student, regardless of
sex. age, race, culture, or physical handicap,
to provide input into student government.
What is student government? Just read into the referent: a government comprised of
judicial, executive, ..and legislative branches
.run by students for students. This is' your
government;
among its, many facets and
powers, student government judges you for
misconduct, officially represents students in
all capacities, and spends your $16.50 per
semester on clubs, organizations and projects.
If there were no problems on campus, if
we all thought the same on every issue, and
if the system was perfect, I could see some
sort of justification for the lack of participation on campus. We all pay, for the education we receive; we are the reason the university is here. John Hetherington
ASBSU senator
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It's easy for somebody that has never
witnessed the death and destruction of war
to romanticize about it. A 'lot of people can
idealize about powerful 'armies conquering
everything in their paths.
•
Some argue that, by nature, man has the
inherent trait of wanting to dominate
others. This has been consistently proved
throughout history, I think we should have
women assume roles of power in the
military and in the upper echelons of our
government.
We have already seen what
men can do,
Little romance exists in the tragedies of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. No heros fought
hand-to-hand
combat with the Japanese,
No one charged gallantly up a fortified
beachhead
as has been portrayed
in
countless war movies. The reality was a
holocaust. When the nuclear threshold is
crossed, warfare loses its heros.
How can anyone possibly justify spending billions and billions of dollars on
bombs and implements of death when at
this very minute people are dvine of starvation? It makes no sense, but it does make
money for defense contractors.
With one trillion
dollars 'worth
of
defense spending those boys in the Pentagon must be planning a big blowout.
Kind of an end of the world party and
everyone is invited.
In reality, you can only threaten to use
nuclear bombs for blackmailing
your appointed enemy; to use them would mean
destruction
to all.
College-age people should be concerned because it will be the young who will do
the fighting and dying. In a conventional
war, that is. If World War III is the war of
"nuclear weapons, we all might be reduced
to shadows on a wall.

"Classes are fine rna,
but I've eaten so many
frozen dinners I have
,chapped lips."
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Comedy
plays
..
Morrison Center

Whittaker to perform

Rodgers, a recent graduate of the
'department.
The play features
Michael Hartwell in the double role
of twins Hugo and Frederick, and
Holly Holsinger as Isabelle.
The comedy is set in a French
garden in spring at the turn of the
century. Filled with plots and counter
plots, the play centers on wealthy
twins, one a cynic, the other a
romantic.
Tickets for the play arc $3.50 for
general admission, $2 for BSU staff
and free for BSU students. Ticketsgo
"Ring
Around
the Moon:'
a
on sale Oct. 28 at 3 p.m, at the
French comedy by Jean Anouilh, will
be performed Oct. 30-Nov. Z at 8:15
Theatre Arfs Dept. box office in the
Morrison Center. For information
p.m. on Stage II of the Morrison
Center.
call 385-1462.

Singer-songwriter- Roger Whittaker
will be in concert at the Morrison
Center Oct. 27 at 7:30 p.rn, and Oct.
28 at 8 p.m.,
'
Whittaker's
musical career began
in 1962 and, he has since had, 29
platinum,
35 gold and 34 silver
records.
Tickets for the performances
are
on sale at all Select-A-Seat outlets.
They cost $17.50 and $15. The Oct.
28 concert has seating available only in the last two rows of the main
floor and the last section of the
mezzanine.

The Smiths, "The Boy With the
Thorn in His Side:' e.p,
This single, released on the heels
of their latest L.P., Meat is Murder,
and at the same time as it first hit the
racks in England, illustrates Warncr
Brothers belief in and support for
this band.
'iThe Boy With the Thorn in His
Side" is not a spectacular single, nor
does it mark a change in style for the
band.
It could have fit nicely
amongst earlier Smiths singles as well
as more recent efforts. It brings to
mind bits and pieces of "This Charming Man:' "William, it was Really
Nothing:'
and "Nowhere Fast:' Instead, it is best to look at this e.p, as
a package.
'
Johnny Marr is the most promising guitarist to emerge in the 80s.
"Rubber Ring:' the first track on side
two, gives some indication
as to
where his influences lie: American
roots rock and roll. It is a bluesy little number which manages to fit in
a string section quite nicely. The e.p,
closes
with "Asleep:'
which. is
something different for the band, It
is a lush ballad, piano and vocals accompanied only by the wind. It is as
simple as a nursery melody, and absolutely lovely.
Marr and frontman Morrissey may
very well be England's
premiere
songwriting
team. "The Boy With
the Thorn in His Side" is a strong
single. It deserves to grant The

Smiths the success in America "How
Soon is Now" {still their best) failed
to. The e.p. illustrates the talent
which has made The Smiths so
popular in their homeland.

Erazure, "Who Needs Love Like
That"
Vince Clarke appears to have come
out of retirement. Clarke is almost
completely
responsible
for
originating the "new wave" sound of
the early 1980s. After founding
Depeche Mode and making their
brilliant debut L.P. Speak and Spell,
Clarke left the group to start a new
project with then-unknown
Alison
Moyet. Yazoo produced two solid
albums of hook-filled dance tunes
before calling it quits. That was over
years ago. Since then, Clarke's' output has been a disappointing
two
singles, one under the moniker The
Assembly with Undertones vocalist
Feargal Sharkey.
Apparently, Clarke is ready to be
in the spotlight once again. He has
teamed up with vocalist Andy Bell
who actually sounds like a synthesis
of Alison Moyet and Sharkey. The
result is Yazoo take two, with all the
markings
of a Clarke Winner, a
monster hook which lingers long
after the song has ended.
Erazure's single will be released on
Sire Records here in America in a few
weeks. Right now it's available only
as an import.

by Laurie

Thursday, Oct. 24
Art Linkletter, Pavilion, 7:30 p.m.
Center for Economic Education
workshop, Tax Whys, SUB Lookout
Room, 8:30 p.m.
Campus Crusade for Christ film,
The Uniqueness of the Bible, Chaffee Hall Lounge, 7 p.rn.
Friday, Oct. 25
SPB film, Mean Street, SUB Ada

The YWCA will hold a Brown
Bag Lunch Oct. 25 with Phoebe
Lundy, of BSU's history department,
whose
topic
will be,
" Halloween-The
Hallowed
Time." In her talk, Lundy will
focus
on
the
authentic
significance of the holiday with
reference to women.
The program begins at noon.
Take a sack lunch or purchase a
soup and bagel lunch for $3. The
program itself is free and will end
at I p.rn. Call 343-3688 for further information.

thesizer flavor along with some hiin all the right spots. This tune also
,tech touches. The listener gets a
has a strong string section.
definite feeling that Murphy is doing
There's nothing wrong with two
an off-beat Stevie Wonder imitation.
friends jamming, but side two's "ParThe tambourine shines through the
ty All the Time" is a song that might
clouds, but isn't enough to save him
as well have been recorded by Rick
from the storm.
James. He wrote, produced and arMurphy
the comedian
shines
ranged the song. He played heavythrough on the inside record jacket.
handed percussion and drums on the
In his special 'thanks to' section he
tune. He also does background
thanks
everyone
from
Michael
vocals-give
me a break. Murphy
Jackson to Prince, just because it's
does get to do the lead vocals, but his
cool to have their names on his
voice almost gets lost inthe overdubs.
album. On the serious side, he does
give thanks to his family and GOD.
He also dedicates the record to his
deceased
father, Charles
Edward
Murphy.
The big surprise from the LP is the
omission of his trademark, dirty four
letter
words,
although
he does
manage to sneak a couple onto the
inside jacket.
The conclusions
drawn
from
listening to this album are varied.
Murphy experiments with different
rhythms
and moods, but almost
always misses the mark. He's not a
great songwriter-in
fact, he could
use a few lessons. Murphy has got the
The video version of the song comes'
raw talent and right enerav flow to
off much
better.
Murphy
has
be a fairly successful singer, but he
charisma and is entertaining.
Watdefinitely lacks the proper direction.
ching him getting into the song

Hobbs

Tile University News
Eddie Murphy is very hot property these days. With witty comedy perforrnances to his credit, combined
with several feature films, what could
possibly be next? A serious pop
album.
Murphy
first recorded
a
single called "Party All the Time" He
figured that if the single and followup video were well received he'd
record an album. He was satisfied
with the results, and released a Columbia
CBS L.P. titled How Could

It Be.
Murphy and his friend Rick James
organized every detail of the project.
Most of the songs on this vinyl were
written by Murphy, James or Stevie
Wonder, who is also a friend of Murphy's. Some of the tracks were
recorded by James at his Joint Studio
in New York, while others were done
at Wonders' Wonderland
Studio in
California.
The title song, on side one, is a
duet. It flows nicely with Eddie Murphy and Crystal Blake doing lead
vocals, Their voice's complement
each other, and Murphy's voice is
very clear. The keyboards are slowerpaced
and soothing,
while the
acoustic
guitars sound positively
mellow.
The only other cut on side one
worth mentioning
is "C-O-N Confused:' Murphy does his own vocal
arrangements on this one and the
studio musicians know their stuff.
Darts' of single notes meld together

makes it much better on video than
just audio. This tune has a good beat
that you could dance to, but overall
comes off as too bubble gum.
Basically, the ditty would have been
much
better
without
alI the
background
clutter.
"I, Me, Us, We" has a strong syn-

Calendar--------------------Wednesday, Oct. 23
ASBSU general elections, through
Oct. 24.

Lunch with Lundy

Murphy's music off the mark

Off·beat singles worthwhile
by Tim Johnstone

The Theatre Arts Dept. showcase
production is being directed by Paul

Lounge, 7 p.m., admission $1 for
BSU faculty, staff and students and
$2.50 for the general public.
Idaho Theater for Youth, Pecos
Bill, Education Building, Reading
Center, 7 p.m.
Last day to drop classes with instructor's permission.
Counseling
and Testing Center
workshop,
Cognitive Therapy of
Depression, with Arthur Freeman,
SUB Ballroom, 8:30 p.m., through
Oct. 26.
Captial
High
vs, Lewiston,
Stadium, 7:30 p.m,

YWCA

Brown

Halloween-The
with Phoebe

Bag

Lunch,

Hal/owed

Time,

Lundy, noon.

Saturday, Oct. 26
Boise Opera, The Marriage of
Figaro, Morrison Center, 7:30 p.rn.
Idaho Theater for Youth, Mother
Goose, Education Building, Reading
Center, II a.rn,
Optimist
jamboree
football,
Sta11ium,8 a.rn,
Sunday, Oct. 27
SPB film, Mean Street, SUB Ada

Lounge, 7 p.m., admission is $1 for
BSU faculty, staff and students and
$2.50 for the general public.
Roger Whittaker in concert, Morrison Center, 7:30 p.m.

Monday, Oct. 28
Homecoming,
New West Productions, Star Spangled Girl, SPEC, 8
p.m.
ASBSU
fall elections
results
posted.
Roger Whittaker in concert, Morrison Center, 8 p.m.

Rating system: four thumbs-up
ncar perfect; four thumbs-down
unbearable.

is
is

Thcsday, Oct. 29
, Afterwork Special, David Bowie,
Lodger, KBSU FM-9I.3, 5 p.m •.
'Wednesday, Oct. 30
Homecoming
Week, ASBSU Star
Search, SPEC, 8 p.m.
Theater Arts Showcase Production, Ring Around the Moon, Morrison Center Stage II, 8:15 p.rn.,
through Nov.' 2.
Barry . Manllow
in concert,
Pavilion, 8 p.m,
Deadline for teachers for Studies
Abroad programs,
1986-87, 8 p.m,

On
Stage~---------~-----------l
Bouquet:

Broadway

Bar: Risky Business

Crazy Horse:

Hennessy's:
Tibbs

Methods

Tom Grain~'s:

of Dance

Kevin Kirke and Sally

Red Lion powntowner:

Victor's:

Jp;/coij}fir, Inc.!

David LaFlamme

I.Q.

Tennis Shoe Cowboys

Dee Anderson

and Mariah

I
FLYING LESSON
II
$10 off or $25 off Ground I
School with coupon Flight I
SPEaAL INTODUCTORY

Instruction, Charter &
Aircraft Rental
"
l(208)343-3155'

Wbiskey

rover:

Bates Motel

'
-

!

•
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3653 Riekenbacker
~ 83705 JI
Bois'e, Idaho
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Features
Candidates face issues
Tim
Buscher
School: Students at large
.
..
M h'
Major:
Business
ac me
Tech.
Class Status: Sophomore

Doreen
Heinrich
School: Arts & Sciences
Major: Communication
Class Status: Junior

What do you think are the three most
crucial issues facing the students?
I) I think that student organizations need to ?e m?re informed in
what ASBSU IS doing and ASBSU
needs to know more about the clubs
they are funding.
2) The new student annex (space
allocation).
3) Parking.
Specifkally, if you are elected, what
are your plans for dealing with
those issues?
1) J am now the chairman of the
ASBSU Senate Student Organization
Committee. We have high goals set
for this" year! if anyone needs or

What do you think are the three most
crucIallssues facIng the students and,
specJrlcally, if you are elected, what
are your plans for dealing with those
issues?
Funding-Students
need to be
made more aware of what funds are
being used for and, in cases where a
large amount of money is involvcd,a
vote could be implemented to determine what the students want. Also
the system for funding organizations
should be determined by the number
of members and activities planned (in
addition to the number of years club
has existed),

John
Hetherington
School: Students at large
Major: Psychology
Class Status: Senior

. would like to know more about this
committee please contact me.
2) I am working on this through
the Student Organization Committee. It is in this committee at this
time.
.
3) Parking has always been a big
issue at BSU. The handicapped
have told me they need more parking. Vo-Techparking has been a big
problem this year because the P.E.
Department has taken a fourth of the
parking lot across from Vo;Y(:Ch.
And
the students have paid $12.50 for a
general parking permit for this space
but end up parking one or two blocks
away on the street.

Parking-A
study needs to be
done to determine exactly how much
space is available compared to the
number of permits sold (and how
close and convenient this space is).
The price for parking tickets should
be lowered to compare to Boise City
citations ..
lnsurance--The current student insurance company is not performing
to the satisfaction of some students.
Steps need to be taken to look into
solutions and perhaps switch insurance companies.

What do you think are the three
most crucial issues facing the
students?
Parking,
library
(funding),
academic accreditation,
teacher
evaluations.
Specifically, if you are elected, what
are your plans for dealing with those
Issues?
Parking-Refusing
to renew the
parking contract and set up a student
run committee.

Library-Devising and implementing a funding program to be supplied by students for the services they
want.
Accreditation-Funding
from
state
legislature
directed
to
academia.
Evaluation-Further
President
Jung's attempts to have a student-run
evaluation of teachers.

Places and times to cast Yc>,urvote
Polling booths for this fall's elections will be located in the SUB lob.by, room 112 of the Education
Building and' the lobby of the
Business Building.
The polls will open Oct. 23 at 9
a.m, and will remain open till 3 p.m.
The booth in the SUB will remain
open from 9 a.m- 7 p.rn.

,
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On Oct. 24 all polls will be open
from 9 a.m.-3 p.m,
Candidates for Homecoming King
are Dave Bear, Alex Call,' Dan
DcAvies, and Rance Femreite.
Candidates
for Homecoming
Queen are Alison Birnie, Kelly
Cluney, Virginia Freiburger,Holly
Holsinger, Lauric 150m, Vicky Keeth,

Valerie Keuter and Kenda Parks.
.Full-time BSU students with ac.tivity cards and some Vo-tech
students may vote.
The election results wil1 be announced Thursday at 5 p.m, in the
Senate Chambers. The top three
finalists for both Homecoming king
and queen will also be announced.

Photos.
Stephe~
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Ann
.Sawin
School: Students at large
Major: Judicial Administration
Class Status: Junior

What do you think lire the three
most crucial issues facing the
students?
I) Students being informed on
government activities.
2) Parking for residential students
during evening activities.
3) Getting more people interested
in BSU so they will also participate
and give ideas.

Specifically, If you arc electd what
are your plans for dealing with those
issues?
I) Get cooperation with parties to
make some sort of newscasting.
2) Get them to rope-off area.
3) Publicity.

"
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Jeff L.
Malmen
School: Arts & Sciences
Major: English-Communication
Class Status: Freshman

What do you think are the three
most crucial issues facing the
students?
I) The inconveniences caused by
our overcrowded parking lots.
. 2) If tuition continues. to rise, I
think the students ought to see campus quality rise.
3) Many organizations
need
ASBSU support and a chance to
become involved in more school
activities.

Karl
Vogt
School: Students at large
Major: Political Science
Class Status: Junior
What do you think lire the three
most crucial Issues faclnR the
stndents?
There arc many issues of concern
to the students at Boise State,
however, the three that I feel arc the
most critical are I) the cost of higher
education to BSU students, 2)
ASBSU/Student
relations,
3)
Parking.

Speciflclllly,lf you lire elected, what
are your plans for deallng wilh those
issues?
I) If rising tuition fees are to be
justified, some sort of studentoriented actions ought to take place.
For instance, new parking facilities,
which everybody seems to be complaining about the lack of.
2) Initiate more meetings between
ASBSU officers
and student
organizations.
3) Listen to, and evaluate
organization needs to facilitate extensive student participation in activities and politics.

SpeclflClllly, if you lire elected, what
arc your plans for dealng wilh those
issues?
'
In my opinion the ever increasing
cost of higher education should be
the central concern of the ASBSU.
Everyone that has attended BSU has
first hand knowledge of the increase
in the cost of higher education. I
hope to work with the ASBSU, the
State Board of Education, the Idaho
Legislature and the student administrations 'from the other Idaho
schools to achieve an equitable funding system for all students.
The second major issue deals with
student perceptions of the ASBSU.
In a recent survey done by the BSU
administration, almost 85 percent of
the students on this campus either
did not utilize our services or were
dissatisfied with them. This is a staggering statistic and must not be
allowed to be forgotten. It should
not be the job of the students to find
out about the ASBSU. It should be

the ASBSU's responsibility to tell the
students about us.
Finally, I am very concerned
about the parking problem on our
campus. There are no simple solutions to the main problem, which is
a general lack of adequate parking
space. However, the ASBSU can effectively deal with more specific problems. The ASBSU must examine
this problem thoroughly, and initiate
strong and positive solutions to this
situation which affects a great
number of BSU students.
The view of the student at BSU
needs to be effectively represented
within our student government, our
administration, and to the State of
Idaho. Students need people in student government who arc strongly
committed to that representation. I
have the experience and the dedication necessary to reach the goal that
we all desire, to have a voice in the
affairs that affect us.

Further information on these candidates unavailable' at press time
'r'

s.,by
en, J.

Grant

Lori
Joseph

.
-

School: Students at large
Major: Music Education

Vicky
Keeth
School: Students at large
Major: Marketing

Mary
Osbourn
Seheol! Students at large
Major: Nursing
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Paveslc, Plewcollaborate on
book of 'stone tool analysis'
by Blll Shorp .
The University News

Dr. Max Paveslc examines 400·yeor·old Shoshone Indlan artifacts found
In Boker Coves, near Twin Foils. Photo by John Replogle

ed deposits that can keep all the
of Crabtree's significance to the field,
variables in place."
Plew said. "Don Crabtree's reputaThis problem is a concern not ontion is worldwide and many of the
ly to Idaho researchers, Pavesic said,
Three professors, two from BSU,
people working today in lithic
but to professionals nationally and
have completed a book to honor an
technology and related studies, in all
outstanding leader in the study of
internationally as well. The rate of
parts' of the world, know of Crabstone tools and to improve ardestruction of archaeological sites is
tree's work and, in fact, many of
chaeology's methods for understanhigher than the world has ever seen,
them worked with Crabtree;' he said.
ding the users of those tools.
he said.
"The important thing is that CrabSlone Tool Analysis is a collection
Part of archaeology's solution to
tree really put Idaho archaeology on
of twelve essays submitted'
by
this problem is to increase the
the map, internationally;'
Pavesic
students of Dr. Don Crabtree and
knowledge of artifacts found in all
said. "Basically he was a self-taught
other professionals in archaeology
- (flint) knapper who, through ex- types of sites. Crabtree's expertise and
from throughout
the world. The
his willingness to teach others about
perimentation over years and years
book was edited by Drs. Mark Plew
and years, replicated
how the . artifacts has been a contribution,
and Max Pavesic of BSU and Dr. American Indians produced chipped
Pavesic said.
James C. Woods of ISO.
"We're natural scientists, but we're
stone tools!'
Plew said Crabtree was an expert
also social scientists because we are
. The editor's contributions focus on
in lithic technology and "a local perlooking at human behavior,' Pavesic
excavations
of
accidentallyson. He was born and grew up in
explained.
.Crabtree
gave ardiscovered field sites and on several
Idaho and lived in Kimberly, Idaho:'
another
legitimate
technical aspects of use-wear of stone, chaeologists
Lithic technology is a relatively
means to verify their observations by
tools.
new subspecialty, of archaeology
being able to determine, from the
"The kind of sites that I'm dealwhich explores the techniques used
manufacturing process of stone tools,
ing with in that article arc not sites
to produce stone tools, Plew said.
the intercultural relationships betthat the archaeologist goes out and
Slone Tools Analysis is a trade
ween groups of people. This comexcavates. Those things were deeply
book complementing. research arparison can be applied to cultures
buried, in most instances, and they
chaeology and is intended for use by were exposed due to land leveling by
everywhere that stone tools have been
research libraries, museums, and profound, Pavesic said.
farmers:' Pavesic said.
fessionals in the field, according to
"This is our major step into
These sorts of disturbed sites limit
Pavesic, who is coordinator of the arresearch archaeology;' Pavesic said.
archaeologists'
abilities to answer
chaeological
research facility on specific questions about early human
"This will put BSU on the map as a
campus.
serious
archaeolgical
research
societies, he said. "The kind of inIt is a significant volume to arinstitution"
formation we're gelling is good inforchaeology in terms of some of its mation, but it's the same informaprestigious contributors and because
tion. We need one or two undisturb-

Legislature
Committee.
The Personnel Selection committee is then responsible for filing a
written report to the President Pro
Tempore of the senate, keeping the
legislative branch informed of the
activities of the various committees
under their jurisdiction.
The senate also has the sole power
to try all impeachments. All ASBSU
officers, excluding the Judiciary, may
be impeached by a two-thirds majority vote of the senate membership.
Amendments to the ASBSU Constitution also must be approved by a

Continued from page 1.
Treasurer Brian Falck. The board is
made up of five ASBSU senators,
one from each college/school, and
five students-at-large appointed by
the ASBSU president Richard Jung,
Senate duties also' include overseeing all student government committees and student representatives on
faculty-administration
and studentfaculty committees. Those committees are required by Senate Act 2 to
report monthly during the school
year to the Personnel Selection

KATE BUSH

~,

HOUNDS OF LOVE
fEATURES RUNNING UP THAT Hill. HOUNCSOf lOVE

two-thirds majority, and then placcd on a ballot for approval by the student bodyof BSo.
Five student senators, one from
each college/school, also sit on the
Academic Grievance and Academic
Dishonesty Board. The board is the
ultimate authority in grievance matters concerning academic conduct,
instructional procedures and testing.
Along with five faculty members, one
from each college/school appointed
by the Chairman of the Faculty
Senate, and a representative from the
Student Affairs staff chosen by the

FIBI Meyer •.

;

STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN

Music
Savings

$5.97
aAJ

Vice President for Student Affairs,
these senators hold hearings on
grievance mailers. They have the
power to recommend
changes
relating to academic conduct and
procedures, and to approve or recommend changes relating to student
grades.
Senate lobbyists, appointed by the
ASBSU President, represent BSU at
. state legislative sessions, and report
on state government activities to the
student senate. They act as liasons
between the state and the ASBSU
legistative branches of government.

AND DOUBLE TROUBLE
SOUL TO SOUL

LP or Cassette

Stevie Ray Vaughan
"Soul to Sour'
Epic Records

MRaMIStJl
WELCOM
".

THE OUTFIELD

THE MOTELS
Shock

~~:noY

ShllM • Shock •
H•• r' - Hungr,,.... Yortl;nm ••

TOTHEREALW

(;P,wt"

.'
Including:.
~
Say Wh.t!lLook
At Lin,. Siste,
Lookln' Out The Window
Come On (Por1I11)/Gone Homo/Change

It

PLAY DEEP

ncn

Student senators can be reached at
extension 1292 or at the senate offices. The ASBSU office staff, extension 1440, can also provide information and assistance concerning student government.

March-Continued from page 1.
students. On Oct. 9, the faculty
hosted an assembly with skits
representing the proper ways to solicit
funds. Cadwell said the faculty dressed up like "total idiots:' but had a
great time. Executive Vice President
Richard Bullington took part as well.
On the day of march, the students
gathered at school around 6 a.m.
then headed out until between Iand
I :30 p.m. Afterwards, everyone involved was fed free hobo stew
prepared
by the Culinary
Arts
students, the ingredients of which
were donated by students and local
merchants.
In addition, the students organized a dance party for the marchers
later that day. Cadwell said more
than 200 students attended this year's
event at the Basque Center adding
that "the dance floor was always
busy"
The students collecting the most
money will be given prizes donated
by local merchants. A prize assembly
is scheduled for next week.
The Vo-Icch students also raise
funds for student scholarships each
spring with the "world's largest yard
sale!' Cadwell said the event, scheduled for April II, averages around
$10,000 for scholarships.

MrMlster
"Welcome to the Real World"
RCA Records

The Fred Meyer record departments always have your favorite
music for less]
Prices good through Nov. 1st.
These advertised Items mllst be readily available for sale at or below the adverflsed
price In each Fred Meyer Record section or Muslc MaF!<et store except 6th and Adler.
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Broncos 3-3 with win over NAU
Francis' first score came [ust after
the end of the first quarter on a.oneyard dive which knottedthe score at
seven.
The BSu. Broncos evened their
His second touchdown, a 20-yard
overall record at 3-3 and pushed their
Big Sky Conference mark over .500 run, was made possible when defenPete Kwiatkowski
for the first time this season by sive lineman
defeating Northern Arizona 24-10 in- jumped on NAU quarterback Craig
Austin's fumble. Austin, attempting
Bronco Stadium Saturday.
a pass on the play, had been sackedby linebacker Ellis.
, NAU began the game quickly,
scoring
on a 39-yard pass to
freshman wide receiver Sandy Sledge,
on their
second
play
from
scrimmage.
The Broncos had two opportunities to score before Francis made
his first touchdown, but both resulted
in Tom Schimmerpunts, '
Roberto Moran put BSU ahead for
the first time in the contest when he
~ hit a booming 48-yard field goal with
1:11 remaining in the first half. NAU
ended the half by using four straight
running plays.
On the first play of the second
half, BSU linebacker Rex Walters
"recovered a fumble on the NAU 28
yard line. The Broncos couldn't
capitalize, however, and turned the
ball over on four plays. Three NAU
plays later, BSU again had the ball
Olaf Reinwald, 98, attempts to grab
on Kwiatkowski's fumble recovery,
the ball. Un;ortunately,
he didn't
which led to Francis'
second
. succeed. Photo by Chris Bntler
touchdown.
The Lumberjacks
scored again
Jon Francis rushed for 139 yards
with 2:47 left in the third quarter on
and two touchdowns and Jim Ellis
a 29-yard field goal by Goran
.registered 16 tackles in the win, which
Lingmerth,
left the Broncos (2·1) tied for second
BSU then ran four plays and
place in the conference with ISU and
Nevada-Reno, The U of! is 4-0 in Big punted. The Lumberjacks took over
on their own 44 yard line.
Sky play.
by Chris Walton

TM University NewS

Full back Dale Goodwin, number 35, rushes down field with the blocking help of teammate Pat Fitzgerald, number
85. Northern Arizona defense looks for an opportunity to tackle. Photo by Chris Outler
On the second play of the series,
penalty, erasing the play and ending
Moore, who had his first interccpquarterback Austin threw a 20-yard
the third quarter.
tion called back, stepped in front of
pass that was caught over the
BSU scored for the final time with
Austin's final pass of the game.
shoulder by BSU defensive back
4:37 remaining in the game when
The Broncos will hit the road
Maury Moore, but a flag was thrown
junior quarterback Hazsen Choates
Saturday to play Weber State in
to indicate pass interference, which
floated a short pass to Dennis Brown,
Ogden, Utah. ,WSU defeated BSU
would have left the NAU with the
a junior tight end from Riverside,
last season 23-"21 on a last-minute
ball on their own 28. As Moore ran
who raced in three yards for the
drive. The Wildcats are 3-3 overall
the ball upfield on the play, however,
touchdown.
and 1-2 in conference.
NAU was called for a facemask

Meyerhoeffer leads golf team r---------------------~---~
!BOlra -f
. X·C :

by Chris Walton

.

The University News
. The BSU golf season is wcll underway. The team has competed in three
tourrament~and
~ll:s
1Uqn;,~Ns
fall before 11le wait for spring begins.
Thc team has competed at the
Wolf Pack Coca-Cola Classic in
Rella. Nev., the Wayne Farrell Intercollegiate Thurnament
in Ogden.
Utah and the Idaho Fall Invitational
at Lewiston and Clarkston. Wash.
and will compete at the University-of
Nevada-Las Vcgas Invitational Nov.
18-J9.
Steve Meyerhoeffer, a senior from
1\vin Falls, has led the team with a
;14.50 cumulative average this fall,
followcd by Larry Raschke, a senior
from Salem, Orc., with 74.8B, Brooks
Farnworth, a junior from Ontario,
Ore., with 75.13, Carey McNeal, a
sophomore from Middleton, with
77 .60, Scott Schilling, a junior from
Springfield, Ore., with 77.67, Dave
Rasmussen, a junior from 1\vin Falls,
with 78.57 and Jeff Addy, a freshman
from Eagle, with 80.00.
"Wc've got to improve a lot if we
want to· contend with Weber and
Reno:' coach Lyman Gallup said.
"They'v~ been getting bctter, and I'm
not sure at all thllt we.have:'
Gallup said the last two years have,
been difficult recruiting yrars for
BSU.
He cited the relatively bad weather
of the region and the lack of close
tournaments
as reasons for the
difficulty.
"Th get the good recruits, we need
a good schedule, and it's difficult to
build a good schedtileuntil you build
a 'good record. But it's difficult to
build agoodrecord,
because aU of
the tournaments are invitatlonals;' he
said~
. Gallup is In his sixth year of
coaching at BStJ. uW~ve made some
good progress;'he
said' "The program had been mostly neglected. but
I've tried to add some stability l\IId

.o~~

en~~:~d~~athletiCdepartmentand
director Gene Bleymaier have been
supportive. and'that iheteain
had
raised S12,OQO in four years of
fundr.ilisers.,.
'.
.,
Gallup cited Rasch~a. Meyerhocf- ,

fer and Farnworth as three of the top
contenders this year.
"Raschke was the most valuable
golfer last yeaf, and Meyerhoeffer has
shown tremendous
improvement.
Farnworth is a JC transfer and a
strong contributor.'
Gone from this year's squad are
Danny Moore, the, Big Sky Con-

Weekend:

IGREENWOODS

ference champion his junior year, and
Thd Holloway" who chose not to
return to school.,
Gallup has set, the goaf for the
team of improving every year.
"I'm impatient, thoughl'he said.
"I would like us to make progress
faster.'

:SKI HAUS

OCt. 26. & 27
I
All X-C Clothing':
100/0 off
•

2400 Bogus Basin Rd.

I 342·6808' Boise, rd. 83702
ISwaliow TR "Tele" Ski
IRosslgnol Cheyene
IHeiorling Banff Boot
IExel Astron Pole _

I
I

124.95
78.00.
29,95
12.95

Knrcker
25 %

SOX

off

I
•

I
I

X·C Package for all Abilities

IFREE:

I

~
~
-5&.W
-ffi:OO

.•

x-C wax with return of this ad! I
I

: Store Hours: Mon. & Fri. 10·9,Tues., Wed., Thurs. 10·7 :
'.
Sal. 9·6 and Sun. 10·6
I
..

-------------------------

The world is waitiDg.
Be an exchange student.
StCIl into an adventure filled with opportunities and challenges. As
part of lntcmational Youth Exchange, a I'residcntiallnitiativc forJJcacl"
you live abroad with your new host family. Learn ncw skills. Go to new
schools, Make new"friends.
Youn/( people from all segments of American society are
being selected. If you'd like to be one of them, write [or more
information on programs, costs and finandal aid.
'1Ieill brin/( the world to/(cthcr. onc fricndship at a timc.

ForOne Free Workout-----,

r----·Good
Matt Ellingson

~~~'..

Phone:

Owner

*

*

*

III

322·7418

I

*

GYM

I

Men's & Women's Bodybuilding

I

*

Weighl Loss
Weight Gain

*

Va

I

students

I

Polaris Equipment
Free Weights

I
I

~--------------------------- I
MIn. View Center

,-------

IILearn
I

to

I

I
I'

I

schedule'

.

Boise, Idahq

Free Admission ---:---.,

Wed. Oct. 23 thru Sat. OcL26

ISkate
I general skating
I

6505 Ustick

.

Have an Ice day
Have fun and stay physically
fit at the same time-skate

L...

Get yaup Hallaween,
·G.ar Here!

1

,BOISE"ARMY~NfJ"Y'

1

,I

Ice: Rink/Clubhousel

1:00·3:00 - everyday
, .
'
3:15·5:15 - everyday
1771Wildwood Ln~
6:30·8:30 - Tues., Thrus., Frio'
376·3400
9:00·12:00·. Friday
(off Fairview-West
oI5·Mlle).

I

II

I
,

·1
~~------.J
,.•

,.Dn~. CDrnerol'9th •• RivRr 344-2118
.-_

Wedqesday.

,',"

..

'

',',

OctQber 23;'1985

',.'

',C'",
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by ~erke·Breathed.
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5I/Y 8OY. ..
J(JST HOW La'/&
Hl/vtill7ll/./vtP
HCKP'

3
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ACROSS

CCfm/INt.YI MYSELF {J()I'(7
Rlf\17CIILIIRlY Cl/I?e ... rttlll
fWQIIp·ttll~P M<J1HMC1'
."". e~j

.. I ~p

MY5OVNO
c,t1/1T'ff{? 1WIir.. • ;.

"
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/lNP VeRYI/CUI'T!N& Of
Will/revERlIfl1/f/(OWS Ml.
1lJTIIllY.
'
Cl)tfft.my.
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1 Strain for
breath
5 Snar6
9 Cry of dove
12 Hebrew month
13 Rant
14 Unit 01 electrical
resistance
15 Dismiss from
olllce
17 Bone
18 Inlet
19 Ward off.
21 Singing voice
23 Caused to
remember
27 Concerning
28 Choice part
29 Armed confijct
31 Gratuity
34 Chinese dislance measure

35 Stitch
37 Encountered
39 Compass point
40 Sweet potato
42 Uncooked
44 Box
46 Latin
.conlunctlcn
48 Outward
. behavior
50 Courtyard
53 Care for
54 HawaIIan
wreath
55 Pronoun
57 Emits vapor
61 Exist
62 Turns around
track
64 Disturbance
65 Rocky hili
66 Remain
67 Kill

DOWN
1 Long, slender
fish
2 Fruit drink
3 Everybody's
uncle
4 Gains
5 Inclination
6 Sun god
7 Time gone by
8 Nuisance
9 Musical
Instrument
10 A state
11 Mr. Khayyam
16 Thin sheet of
wood
2<rCondensed
moisture
22 Teutonic deity
23 Depend on
24 Lamb's pen
name

25 Note of scale
26 Obstruct
30 Lately
developed
32 Toward and
within
33 Equal
36 Small lump
38 Merchants
41 One's
profession
43 Damp
45 Arlicle
47 Agave plant
49 Untidy
50 Real estate map
51 Danish Island
52 Night birds
56 Consume
58 Belli
59 Exlinctlllghliess
bird
60 Pigpen
63 Parent: colloq.

ANSWER

TO
LAST
WEEK'S
PUZZLE

Annual Indoor

X-CSKISWAP
AND
SALE

NO COMMISSION FEECHARGED
Bring down your old equipment
to sell and check out our sale on
new equipment at the same time I
''You can't lose with a no-eommission
swap like this I"

October
. 26
. &lOAM. fo5PM
OCtober 27- 12PMto 5PM

r-----------~--------------l

:2.00
~'(>.(\ S Men's Haircutting
I
I
ff
~\e\~·
SPECIALISTS
I
I, 0
t"!..e(\
The Alaska Center
I
I
1020 Main St. Lower Level I
I
Quarters (Next to The BOuquet):
'-.:1'

I
I
1 Open Mon.-Fri. 9:00-6:00
Sat. 10:00-3:00 I
I Coupon Expires
I
ILWalk-in or Call
336-8888
~------_-~I

$II.GO

CASH
For

YOUR PLASMA
DONA1ION
It ........UU .. .\ ,""\ I ., H:'\tI·~:Utl - \\ UI. W:IHI.I,:illl
(10"".11 \111\ ... lilt 1(........ t \,

1----"cl~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~h~~~~~I~;~~~-: '
I
I '
I'

/

'

$

W. pay 57.00 on your III'llI donaUon and 59.00 on )'our se"
cond In lht same .altndar week,
.
WITH TIllS COUI'ON, n.w dono .. will ,.."".1 ve an uddilional
54,00 on youi n...l donaUon only.
.

.:..0...:.-·

---

$

.... ------

AMERICA~PI.ASMA

I)O~OR

CE~JER

I
I
I
I
1

�Cfuss~ed
Help Wanted

$10-$360 WEEKLY/UP Mailing Circularsl
No quotas!
FULL OR PARf.TIME-YOU
:I
CAN OPERATE
A PRO- .Sincerely interested rush selfj
FIT ABLE BUSINESS WITH
addressed, stamped envelope:
'~ YOUR OWN CAMERAl
We Success, P.O. Box 470CEG,
1 , are seeking ambitious, self- Woodstock, IL. 60098.
1
!'jmotivated,
public relations
fl minded individuals with an in- THINKING OF TAKING
11 terest in photography
to some time off from school?
We
need
MOTHER'S
fil
operate
a
photography
n business bothon campus and HELPERS. Household duties
and childcare. Live in exciting
at local high schools. Offers
New York' City suburbs.
opportunity
to use and
Room; board, and salary indevelop
a full range of
cluded. 914-273-1626.
marketing and management
skills. EXCELLENT PROFIT
POTENTIAL.
We have the
system, experience, and desire
to help. For.information
call Services
TYPING.
Ms.Cato at 1-800-336-4550 or PROFESSIONAL
Term papers, resumes, letters,
write Candid Color Systems,
-P.O. Box 25669, Oklahoma Ci- etc. Word Processing. Call
Sue, The Finished Product,
ty, OK 73125.
343-7820.
$60.00
PER HUNDRED
i
STUDYHELP"'learn
study
PAID FOR remailing letters
method in I hr. ·decrease study
from
homel
Send
selftime by 60OJo*bettcr grades,
addressed, stamped envelope'
GUARANTEED!!
Send $5.00 to,
for information/application.
STUDYHELP,
302
Torbett Suite
Associates, Box 95-B, Roselle,
110; Richland, Wash. 99352.
N.J. 07203.

n

Boise State
Christ chapel

Miscellaneous

MARRIED
GRAD. Stud./vet.
needs work due to misfortune.
Wants to tutor
students
in
statistics,
(SPSS),
Sociology.
VERY PATIENT-good
grades.
Call 342-2510. Good w/kids too!

room to carry boxes, I will be
willing to help pay some expenses. Call -Randy collect
619-489-5825 MW.F.

TRAVELING THIS HOLIDAY
TO
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA?
If you have

$4/hr.
ALL
UNIVERSITY
PERSONNEL--If
the 1SA you want
is not qualified on campus, have
your representative
call us
345-4173.

Rooms for Rent
BSU AND HOMECOMING
GUESTS, special introductory
offer. Reserve a room at VICTORIA'S
BED
AND
BREAKFAST. Courteous service, professional atmosphere,
homey country setting, relaxing and friendly. Courtesy
transportation and full meals
available by arrangement. Call
evenings Boise, 362-0507.

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH

Sunday Morning
Chapel Study .9:15·10:15 a.m,

Thursday Evening
College/Career Fellowship
7:00 p.m. at Central Assembly
transportation provlded-call
Pastor Van Folletleo376·7272
12000 Fairview Ave, Bolso

MASTEIt
MASTEII

or

IllJSINESS

(W IIUMAN

MASTEn

ADMINISTItATION

ImSOUItCE

0 r I}IUWESSIONAL

MASTEIt

0 ... SCIENCE

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTANCY

IN .... NANCE

Next Week in

77ft U'ih;('/~"':;I'(V

NEWS

Degrees designed for non-business
or business majors
AACSB accredited
Nationally recognized faculty
Scholarships and Financial Aid

<.-

-Halley's ,Comet
-BSU goes
geothermal
eASBSU's

IN CONCERT

Application deadline is March I, 1986
Lasj date to take the GMAT is January 25, 1986

"Where music lind passion

IUD

alwav. Ihe fashion'"

..»
,,,,,.-~.

A United Concerts presentation
Boise State University Student Pavilion

judicial

branch

For 1110reinformation

call or write:

Oct. 30

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
SALT L.AKE CITY, UT 84112
1-800-662-0062 Ex!. 7785

i',

,I

-Rodeo club

* COSTUM'ES
*
at

-",

'"-,....

--_

.".'
---"-

8 PM

tickets

",--I -rY

$15.00

(/,-H

..- J;J;:-N"·r.!..,i)""';---"-I~I-

~

telephone

r-,

'\

reservation

'--IV \'"''''

$1.00 convenience

per ticket

1~.:J:7
l ..

..,._.

385·1766

--_._--------------------------------Buy One Original

RoastBeef sandwich

GET ONE '.FREE

* BSU SPECIAL * I

Wigs-c-Hats-e-Vintage
Many More Wild
Possibilities
at Heywood's
1520 Vista

offer expires 10-31..85

-----------------~-------~-----------

5941 Fairview Ave.
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Graduate to a
higher degree of calling convenience.

. ,{\

outside your long distance calling area.
Better still, you'll be billed separately for your
calls. That means you can call whenever the spirit
moves you, and pay for the call at a later date. And
save yourself and your roommates a lot of time and
trouble trying to figure out who owes what on themonthly phone bill.
For more information about the Toll-Only
Calling Card," call your local Mountain Bell
business office. Find out how you can enjoy a higher
degree .of calling

Now you can charge long distance phone calls
easily, even though you don't have phone service
in your name.
Introducing the Toll-Only Calling Card from
Mountain Bell.
With this special card, you won't need a pocketful of change to make a call from a pay
phone. And you can forget the hassle of having
to call collect or billing a third party-on all the
.long distance and local calls you make.
No other calling card offers you the convenience and range of service this card offers. With
the Toll-Only Calling Card, you can call from
anywhere, at any time, to any place inside and
"Subject to a one-timecharge

. nThe

plus a credit verification and/or a refundable
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IR\
~~~b~f~~.r~ Mountain
convenience

security deposit.
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